Simultaneous inferences on the contrast of two hazard functions with censored observations.
In survival analysis, often times the pattern of instantaneous risk over time is more interesting than that of the cumulative risk. For this case, a nonparametric hazard function estimate is more appropriate for summarizing the risk experience of a group of patients than the corresponding Kaplan-Meier estimate. In comparing a new treatment with a standard therapy, it is important to know if the treatment loses it potency during the follow-up period, and if it does, one would like to know when it becomes ineffective. Unfortunately, with a plot of the differences of two Kaplan-Meier curves, it is rather difficult to capture such temporal trends. In this article, we propose simple procedures for constructing confidence bands for the contrast of two hazard functions with censored data. The simultaneous interval estimates are quite useful for identifying possible values of the contrast over time with a certain degree of confidence. The new proposals are illustrated with an example and a small simulation study.